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CHINA GLASS 2017 in Beijing

sedak Glass Crystal Clear
in China
Which

key

position

glass

can

have

in

architecture,

sedak (Gersthofen, Germany) will show now in China.
At the trade show „China Glass 2017“ in Beijing (24th
– 27th May 2017, Hall E1/200), the glass manufacturer
presents a façade construction with a supporting glass fin.
As an innovation leader for oversize glass and special
solutions, sedak has developed considerable production knowhow. The detail of the glass façade serves as an example
for that: Even the supporting construction is transparent.
The filigree connection of the glass fin and the glass units
via toggles is technologically pioneering. Thanks to the
particularly small titanium inserts, maximum transparency
and the highest level of static safety can be combined. During
production, sedak laminates the inserts precisely in between
the laminate’s layers which makes installation on site easier
and demonstrates sedak’s exceptional lamination capabilities.
„China Glass“ is an annual event with up to 30,000
international visitors. It focuses on innovations in the fields of
special glass, architecture, solar glass, glass production, and
glass processing. At the German Pavilion, about 30 German
companies will present their products and technologies.
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Picture
[17-05-Chinaglass]
Glass- fin façade in detail:
sedak shows pioneering
glass technology for maximum
transparency at China Glass 2017.
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sedak GmbH & Co. KG
Leading glass
sedak,

the

glass

manufacturer

in

Gersthofen,

Germany,

was

foun-

ded in 2007. With its 150 employees, the world’s leading glass fabricator

produces

insulating

and

safety

glass

in

dimensions

up

to

3.2m x 16m: processed, tempered, laminated, printed, coated, and cold bent. The
core capabilities are the lamination of glass, edging, and the company’s know-how
of producing glass components with additional functional and decorative elements.
sedak’s production has been optimized for extraordinary glass sizes; the level of
automation for such glass dimensions is unique. All finishing steps are handled inhouse e.g. with the new, fully automated insulating glass line. As a full supplier for
large-size glass units, sedak sees itself as a partner for architects, designers, and
façade constructors. Outstanding references are for example the Apple Cube and
the Lincoln Center Canopies in New York, the Städel Museum in Frankfurt, and the
Tottenham Court Road Station in London.

Applications
•

glass façades

•

safety glazing

•

glass roofs

•

all-glass constructions

•

glass stairs

•

interior design

•

glass balustrades

•

custom-made glass units

•

ship building

